Rainforest Reporting
Accurate measurement is the first step towards optimizing quality. But QA processes don’t
always provide the metrics that help teams understand what’s working and what’s not.
With Rainforest’s Reporting dashboard, your team can gain visibility into test suite performance
and effectively measure the results of your QA process, giving you more confidence in product
quality and the insights you need to make data-driven decisions.

Track account usage
Get at-a-glance insights into how much
you’re using Rainforest.

Monitor test performance
Gain high-level insights into the health
and performance of your test suite from
an easy-to-read dashboard.

Optimize Your QA Process

Collaborate confidently

Discover quality trends

Keep your team informed

Whether you have a QA team of 1
or 100, stay confident that your QA
process is yielding results with highlevel insight into testing activity.

Tracking results and usage over time
allows you to gain insight into how
your QA process is performing over
time and identify issues proactively.

QA shouldn’t be a black box; give
every stakeholder an overview of
how your investment in QA processes
is improving product quality.

For more details please visit www.rainforestqa.com, or contact sales@rainforestqa.com

Gain Deeper Quality Insights
Drill down on test results
Break down test results to get the insights you need to
understand performance. View test results by run group,
feature and environment for clearer insight into where
your team should focus for the greatest impact.

Track test case management
Monitor how many tests are created, and how frequently
they are updated to ensure that flaky tests don’t drag
down performance.
Understand how responsive your team is with failure
engagement tracking.

Quantify QA process improvements
Your QA process impacts everything from delivery time
to customer NPS. Keep track of product quality and QA
process performance over time, and gain the insights
you need to map QA efforts to business goals.

About Rainforest QA
Rainforest is changing the way QA is done in an era of continuous delivery. Our on-demand QA
solution improves the customer experience by enabling development teams to discover significantly
more problems before code hits production. Hundreds of companies including Adobe, Oracle and
Solarwinds use Rainforest to automate their QA testing process and easily integrate it with their
development workflow via a simple API. Headquartered in San Francisco, Rainforest is a 2012 Y
Combinator graduate funded by Bessemer Venture Partners and SVB Capital among others. For more
information, visit https://www.rainforestqa.com.

